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Abstract
Intergranular segregation is studied for the first time in an asymmetrical grain boundary at the atomistic level. The grain
boundary (GB) is the asymmetrical tilt (331)//(11-1) <110> experimentally observed by high resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) in nickel bicrystal. The metallic alloy chosen for the study is nickel(silver) in the limit of infinity diluted
solution. The interactions are modelled with n-body, Finnis-Sinclair like, potentials. The atomic sites are characterized by their
exact Voronoï volumes and by the stress density tensors locally exerted. In these respects, the asymmetrical near
Σ=11 (331)//(11-1) GB presents a larger diversity of sites than the symmetrical GBs previously studied. The segregation energies
are computed and analyzed versus the two ‘driving forces’, the elastic size effect and the excess cohesion energy effect, which
play a role in metallic intergranular segregation in the one atom segregation limit. The elastic size effect calculated by the method
of virtual impurity represents the main segregation driving force in most cases of the considered bimetallic alloy. This generalizes
to an asymmetrical GB results previously obtained on symmetrical GBs.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
The segregation phenomenon is at the origin of modifications of many properties of metal alloys sensitive to the
content of impurities and their distribution such as oxidation, corrosion, diffusion and brittleness. From a theoretical
point of view, it is for the surface segregation that modelling was first developed and three driving forces have been
identified: a size effect, an excess cohesion effect and an alloy effect [1-4]. These three driving forces have been
investigated numerically for intergranular segregation [5-10].
Recently a study of the relative contributions of the driving forces has been carried out simultaneously for two
different symmetric tilt GBs of the <110> family, Σ=11{113} and Σ=11’{332} [8].
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In this study we extend the previous analyses to an asymmetrical tilt grain boundary. We chose the {near Σ=11
(331)/(11-1) <110>} because its structure has been successfully studied by High Resolution Transmission
Microscopy (HRTEM) and atomistic simulation in nickel [11].
One can note that nickel, Ni, is a transition metal (3d84s2) while silver, Ag, is a noble metal (4d105s1). The Ni(Ag)
alloy is characterized by a very weak limit of solubility, and thus a very strong tendency to decomposition [12],
which can be mainly attributed to the strong difference in atomic sizes in fcc structure, rAg/rNi ~ 1.16, according to
the first Hume-Rothery rule [13]. This implies that the intensity of the phenomena of segregation will be consequent
and it is the reason why the Ni(Ag) system was selected for this study to try to do a better analysis of the driving
forces of the segregation [8].
2. Methodology
2.1 Interatomic potentials
The potentials we use pertain to the embedded atom philosophy with the Friedel Finnis-Sinclair (FS) square root
embedding functional. Although originally derived for transition metals [14-16] this functional proved to be
particularly efficient for noble metals as well. The potential parametrised functions are short ranged exponentials
smoothly extended to zero values by adapted polynomials [17] (RGL).
The cohesion energy of an isolated system containing N atoms, EN, is decomposed into individual atomic
cohesive energies Ei where each Ei is written as the sum of two terms, one attractive and the other repulsive. The
attractive part is a n-body term written as the cohesive square root of the sum of pair terms, while the repulsive part
is a sum of pair interactions.
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The distance ro is the equilibrium distance between first neighbours for the considered metal. The dimensionless
parameters p and q are adjusted to well reproduce for each metal the elastic constants [18], the Rose universal curve
[19] and the vacancy formation energy [20]. For the adjustment we used the MERLIN package [21]. The energetic
parameters A and ξ are deduced exactly from the choice of p and q and the experimental cohesion energy and
equilibrium lattice parameter [18]. To avoid discontinuities in the energies and divergences in the forces the
potentials are smoothly extended to zero by fifth order polynomials between Rc1 and Rc2. Rc1 and Rc2 are adjusted,
beyond the third nearest neighbour distance, so as to reproduce the stacking fault energy of the metal [8], or
equivalently, its coherent twin fault energy whose energy has been checked to be almost exactly half.
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Table 1. Parameters used in the FS-RGL3 potentials, together with calculated and experimental (figures in parentheses) data for the two metals.
The parameter ‘a’ is the cubic lattice parameter, Ec is the cohesive energy per atom of the perfect crystal [18] while Ev is the formation energy of
a vacancy. Experimental Ev are from [20]. Calculated Ev corresponds to the unrelaxed vacancy defect. Relaxation only lowers these values by 1 to
2 %. B is the bulk modulus, C' and C44 are the two cubic elastic shear constants. The two other cubic constants are C11 = (3B+4C')/3 and
C12 = (3B-2C')/3. The experimental values correspond to room temperature values [16]. γt is the interfacial energy of the coherent twin fault Σ=3
{111}.
Parameters Ni Ag
p 10.78 10.23
q 2.50 3.38
Rc1/ro 1.768 1.732
Rc2/ro 1.98 2.0
a (Å) 3.524 4.0862
Ec (eV/at) 4.44 2.95
Ev (eV) 1.55 (1.79) 0.77 (1.12)
B (GPa) 203.1 (183.7) 108.3 (103.8)
C' (GPa) 37.5 (50.3) 15 (15.15)
C11 (GPa) 253 (250.8) 128.2 (124)
C12 (GPa) 178.1 (150.2) 98.3 (93.7)
C44 (GPa) 111.3 (123.5) 42.9 (46.1)
γt (mJ/m
2) 42 (~ 58) ~ 5 (~ 4)
2.2 Segregation energies
The system is relaxed by means of the Evans-Beeler quenched molecular dynamics algorithm which leads to the
energy minimization at T = 0K [22].
In infinitely diluted solution, we substitute a solvent atom by an atom of solute in the simulation box which
contains several hundreds (more than eight hundred) of solvent atoms and has free surfaces in the direction
perpendicular to the grain boundary plane, so that the solute atom practically does not interact with its images
through periodic conditions. The segregation energy of a solute atom located at site i, ΔEi
seg
, is calculated by the
following formula:
ΔEi
seg
= Ei
tot (solute)−Ebtot (solute)
where (solute)Etoti [resp. (solute)]Etotb is the total energy of the relaxed system with a solute atom located at site
i [resp. located at a bulk site]. A negative value of the energy of segregation indicates that site i is favorable to
segregation. The sites to be considered here are atomic sites (substitution of a solvent atom by an atom of solute).
2.3 Local pressures and Voronoï volumes
In order to characterize the local specificity of the intergranular sites one can calculate their Voronoï volumes and
their local pressures.
The Voronoï volume vi of an atomic site i is a geometrical parameter which only implies its first neighbours [23].
The relative variation between the Voronoï volume and that of a site in the perfect single crystal is
 Δvi /vo = (vi - vo)/vo, where vo is the atomic Voronoï volume calculated in the perfect crystal (Wigner-Seitz
volume). Site i is considered dilated or contracted according to the positive or negative sign of Δvi .
The stress density tensor

τ i associated to an atom i which undergoes fij forces from its j neighbours is defined by
the following formula:
τ i
αβ
=
1
2v i
f
ij
α r
ij
β
j (≠ i)

The arithmetic average of the diagonal components of this tensor, with a negative sign, corresponds to a local atomic
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hydrostatic (density) pressure [4, 24]: pi = −
1
3
τ i
αα
α=1
3

A negative pressure pi corresponds to a site in tension and the positive pressure corresponds to a site in
compression.
2.4 Driving forces of segregation
Segregation is modelled at the atomic scale not only to get numerical values but also with the aim to identify its
‘driving forces’. The energy of segregation can be regarded as the sum of a "chemical" term due to the breaking of
chemical bonds and an "elastic" term due to the elastic deformation energy: ΔEseg = ΔEchim + ΔEelas`
The Pines-Friedel-Eshelby [25,8] formula which calculates the elastic effect of a solute atom in a perfect crystal
is not adapted to an analysis by site in a complex nonhydrostatic environment. Vis-a-vis this situation, a new
approach was proposed to calculate the elastic effect at atomic site i, called size effect, ΔEi
size
, [6]. It is calculated
as the energy of segregation, including atomic relaxations, of a virtual solute atom which has all the parameters of
solvent except the size which is taken equal to that of the impurity atom.
In the original model by Defay and Prigogine for surface segregation [26], viz pair interactions between first
neighbours on rigid lattices, the “chemical” term can be decomposed into two physical terms which can be
calculated separately, one which corresponds to an excess cohesion energy effect per site and another one which
corresponds to an "alloy" effect. This analysis has been extended to the n-body potentials on a rigid lattice [10] and
one can now further try to relax the atomic positions.
The resulting three driving force analysis has thus been rather successfully applied to surface segregation studies
using reasonably realistic FS-RGL2 potentials [6-7]. It has also been extrapolated to GB segregation [6-7] with the
numerical observation that the "alloy" effect should not be considered, at least in the way it was estimated [6-7]. One
of us showed that the artificial decomposition of the chemical term into an excess cohesion energy effect and an
"alloy" effect is actually not justified analytically in the infinite dilution limit even within the simplest models for
grain boundary segregation [27]. No alloy effect is expected and one is left with a chemical effect which can be
tentatively assimilated to an excess cohesion energy term.
One thus only have two driving forces for GB segregation in the one atom segregation limit, with a tentative
phenomenological decomposition as following:
ΔE i
seg
≈ ΔE i
size + Δe i
xscoh
The elastic size effect is calculated by the method of virtual impurity which was mentioned above.
The cohesion effect corresponds to a difference in excess cohesion energies of site i, defined in the following way
for a system M(I) :
Δei
xscoh M(I)[ ]= eixscoh(I) − eixscoh(M)
where (A)exscohi represents the excess cohesive energy of site i for an atom in pure system A,
(A)E(A)E(A)e cohxscoh −= ii , where Ei(A) is the cohesive energy of the i site atom.
It is the validity of this decomposition which will be checked in the following for Ni(Ag) system in the case of an
asymmetrical grain boundary.
3. Results
3.1. Atomic structure
The two symmetrical tilt grain boundaries Σ=11 {113} and Σ=11’ {332} have been studied before ([8, 25]).
The asymmetrical tilt {near Σ=11 (331)//(11-1) <110>} grain boundary has been observed and studied at the atomic
level with a perfect agreement between the atomic simulations and the high resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) observations in a nickel bicrystal [11]. What is observed is an approximant with a very small
misfit (δ = 0.0066, see [11]).
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The local structural unit distribution proposed to describe the atomic structure of the (331)//(11-1) grain boundary
is the following: {A+ A+ A- A+ E- A- A+ A+ E-}. Calculations show that the interfacial energy of the
asymmetrical (331)//(11-1) is about 10% larger than the energy of the symmetrical Σ=11’ (332), (1074 mJ/m2 versus
970 mJ/m2 with the nickel potentials described in section 2.1).
Fig. 1. Atomic structure of the asymmetrical (331)//(11-1) tilt grain boundary. It is a 2/5 approximant with a vertical period length ~ 21.652Å (for
a=3.524 Å). Its misorientation angle is θ = 48.53°, which corresponds to 1.95° deviation from the exact Σ=11 misorientation angle (50.48°). The
projection direction is the tilt axis [1-10]. For comparison with experimental image, see [11].
3.2. Site segregation energies and physical properties
About 23 significant atomic sites can be identified in the intergranular structure. They can be grouped in 3 types
A, B and C according to the order of their segregation intensities calculated and compiled in the table 2.
Table 2. Geometrical and physical characteristics of the principal sites of (331)//(11-1) grain boundary in pure nickel. The last line of the table
indicates silver segregation energies by site for the Ni(Ag) system.
Site A11 A12 A13 A21 A22 A23 A24 A25 A31 A32 A33 A34
 Δvi /vo (%) 9.38 11.62 12.12 8.42 9.75 7.81 7.33 10.0 8.03 5.00 5.87 3.02
pi (Gpa) -14.2 -10.0 -9.5 -8.3 -7.2 -6.3 -7.5 -0.9 -2.7 -3.4 -0.8 -4.9
e i
xscoh (meV) 33 92 96 70 69 92 48 214 99 61 126 52
ΔEi
seg (meV) -579 -556 -538 -436 -411 -398 -385 -329 -291 -256 -254 -224
Site B0 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 C1 C2 C3 C4
 Δvi /vo (%) 8.13 4.68 4.39 3.11 1.13 0.22 -0.15 0.01 -2 .52 -3.69 -3.05
pi (Gpa) 2.15 3.5 1.9 1.9 4.6 -1.1 2.1 12.1 8.0 10.9 16.0
e i
xscoh (meV) 214 257 128 125 197 14.7 61 286 122 183 293
ΔEi
seg (meV) -206 -124 -116 -61 -42 -33 -2 173 183 256 327
[010]
[010]
(331)
(11-1)
B5
B6
C1
B2
A22 A32
B0
C4C2
A31
B3
B1
A24
A25
A21A13
A33
B4 C3
A12
A23
A11
A34
A34
A11
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The three groups have the following charateristics:
• The A type sites are the sites with strong segregation energies. These sites are under tension and they are
dilated. Their excess cohesive energies are lower than 100 meV except for A25 and A33 sites which have
the weakest tensions of the A class.
• The B type sites have wea
• ker segregation energies, the majority of these sites are slightly in compression and are dilated. Their
excess cohesive energies are high.
• The C type sites are not favourable to segregation. They are contracted, in strong compression and their
excess cohesive energies are also high.
The comparison of the segregation energies and the physical sites characteristics makes it possible to formulate the
following conclusions which are supported by the Figures 2 to 4:
• The strongest segregated sites are in tension, the slightly segregated sites are in weak compression and the
not segregated sites are in strong compression, Fig. 2.
• The dilated sites are favourable to segregation and the contracted ones are not favourable to segregation,
Fig. 3.
• The sites having weak excess cohesive energies are strongly favourable to segregation and the sites which
have high excess cohesive energies are slightly or not favourable to segregation, Fig. 4.
Fig 2. Segregation energy segiEΔ versus the local pressure pi for all intergranular atomic sites of the asymmetrical (331)//(11-1) grain boundary
in the Ni(Ag) system. The sites in tension have significant segregation energies. The sites in weak compression have weak segregation energies.
The sites in strong compression are not favourable to segregation.
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Fig 3: Segregation energy segiEΔ versus the relative Voronoï volume variation vi/v
o for all intergranular atomic sites of the asymmetrical
(331)//(11-1) grain boundary in the Ni(Ag) system. There is a good correlation between the segregation energies and the relative volume
variations. The dilated sites, vi/vo > 0, are favourable to segregation while the contracted ones are unfavourable to segregation.
Fig 4: Segregation energy segiEΔ versus excess cohesion energy
xscoh
ie for all intergranular atomic sites of the asymmetrical (331)//(11-1)
grain boundary in the Ni(Ag) system. The sites which have significant segregation energies have weak excess cohesion energies.
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Compared to the two symmetrical grain boundaries Σ=11 {113} and Σ=11’ {332} [8,11], the asymmetrical grain
boundary considered in the present study, {331}/{11-1}, presents a more significant variety of sites with respect to
segregation for the Ni (Ag) system. It clearly appears a new type of sites with weak segregation energy and in
compression. This type of sites does not exist in Σ=11 {113} and Σ=11’ {332}. The sites of the class C, not
favourable to segregation, are comparable with the D’ site in Σ=11’ {332} grain boundary by its strong compression
and its high excess cohesion energy.
3.3 Segregation driving forces
The detailed study by site of the two driving forces of segregation, size effect and excess cohesive energy effect,
and their sum is summarized in table 3.
The validity of this decomposition is established by comparing the energy of segregation with the sum of the two
effects.
Table 3. The balance of segregation energy versus the driving forces for the asymmetrical (331)//(11-1) grain boundary in the Ni(Ag) system.
xscoh
i
size
ii eE Δ+ΔΣ = whereas
seg
iEΔ has been calculated as indicated in section 2.2.
Ni(Ag)
Site Δe i
xscoh (meV) ΔE i
size (meV) Σ i (meV) ΔEi
seg (meV)
A11 9.4 -596.3 -586.9 -579
A12 -28.6 -574.1 -602.7 -556
A13 -32.0 -525.1 -557.1 -538
A21 -15.8 -415.7 -431.5 -436
A22 -17.0 -404.7 -421.7 -411
A23 -32.1 -409.8 -441.9 -399
A2 4 -13.1 -385.4 -398.5 -385
A25 -95.3 -278.5 -373.8 -329
A31 -32.1 -301.7 -333.8 -291
A32 -21.8 -235.6 -257.4 -256
A33 -61.1 -205.9 -267.0 -254
A34 -28.2 -226.2 -254.4 -224
B0 -90.0 -171.8 -261.8 -206
B1 -123.8 -23.4 -147.2 -124
B2 -60.5 -65.6 -126.1 -116
B3 -54.6 -34.6 -89.2 -61
B4 -96.8 21.2 -75.6 -42
B5 -8.0 -41.0 -49.0 -33
B6 -36.5 20.0 -16.5 -2
C1 -136.5 270.6 134.1 173
C2 -66.1 219.2 153.1 183
C3 -95.0 315.8 220.7 256
C4 -142.1 424.8 282.7 327
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Fig 5: The reproduction of segregation energy by the sum of the size and the excess cohesive energy effects of the asymmetrical (331)//(11-1)
grain boundary in Ni(Ag) alloy. The A1 site represents A11, A12, A13 sites. The A2 site represents A21, A22, A23, A24, A25 sites. The A3 site
represents A31, A32, A33, A34. The B site represents the B type sites. The C site represents the C type sites.
The results by site are given in a graphical way in Fig 5. One obtains overall a good reproduction of the
segregation energy by the sum of the size and the excess cohesive energy effects.
For the A type sites, for which the segregation energy is very strong, the size effect constitutes the main driving
force for segregation.
The excess cohesive energy effect has a significant contribution for the B type sites where the segregation energy
is weak.
The size effect is opposed in sign to the segregation whereas the excess cohesive energy effect contributes to it
for the unfavourable to segregation sites, C type sites.
4. CONCLUSIONS
With respect to previous studies on symmetrical grain boundaries, the asymmetrical (331)//(11-1) grain boundary
clearly exhibits a new type of segregating sites for the Ni(Ag) system, with non negligible segregation energies and
yet in compression.
The segregation energy numerically analyzed at the atomistic level in the infinitely diluted limit appears to be
essentially given by the sum of a size effect and an excess cohesive effect. This generalizes to an asymmetrical grain
boundary the conclusions previously found for symmetrical grain boundaries.
It would be interesting to extend the present study to the case of metallic alloys with a smaller difference in
atomic sizes and also to the more complex case of multi atomic segregation.
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